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Those who are in service would be getting expected promotions. Chances of salary hike are very
high. Sudden and unexpected windfalls will improve financial position. Obviously, financially,
this is an encouraging period. If you are looking for a new job, your search would end during the
above mentioned months.
Career,
Incomes
and
Gains
Till 14th of January 2009, ascendant lord Sun would be transiting in 5th house; this is not a good transit
of Sun, but, later Sun will enter into 6th house. Obviously, transiting Sun in 6th house will give
encouraging outcomes. During beginning of the year, Mars is also going into 5th house, Jupiter, Rahu and
Mercury would be in 6th house, Venus is over the 7th and Saturn is entering in Leo. Obviously, the
month of January/February/March will support a lot as far as your career and finance related matters are
concerned. Those who are in service would be getting expected promotion. Chances of salary hike are
very high. Sudden and unexpected windfalls will improve financial position. Obviously, financially, this
is an encouraging period. If you are looking for a new job, your search could get end during the above
mentioned months. Businessmen may also enter into new profitable deals.
Old clients would be slightly satisfied with services and new clients may also have faith in services.
However, the month of April 2009 and May 2009 will come with some disturbance in professional life.
Now you would not be able to perform as per your natural potent or virtue. Life offers many disturbances
at this time, and you can be led off track by your desire for magical experience. There is a great stress on
matters of the heart, though promises made at this time are not certain to pass the test of time. You can
also be seduced by economic sandcastles. Whereas it is good to seek greater quality and integrate more
beauty and taste into projects, care has to be taken not to invest in glittering ventures which show surface
promise but no long-term stability. From June to till the end of the year you would be much successful
than ever, whatever you undertakes success is guaranteed.
A considerable expansion in your social life will take place at this time, and you will find yourself
traveling more, meeting people and taking advantage of your communication talents. Learning skills will
be boosted, you may work with new languages and you will benefit considerably from the mental
stimulation of being with others. It's a good time to expand lot of possibilities
Love,
Family
and
Social
Life
The months of January/February/March/April would be unfavorable months for married or personal life.
There would be a number of troubles in family. But, from May 2009 to December 2009 would be a

fabulous period. You will be happy with family or blessed with happiness from children, respect and
happiness. If you are single and looking for dream prince or princess, your search may end now. There is
no doubt; family atmosphere would be full of happiness and prosperity.
Education
and
Traveling
From January 2009 to June 2009, it would be a difficult period in regard of
education/exam/test/interviews. Hence, don't be over-confidant. Put your best efforts and try to
concentrate on study. From July 2009 to December 2009, this is a good period. It is a good period for the
advancement of educational matters. Gain of knowledge, favours from superiors or teachers and success.
Chances of travelling are very less. Probably, you would like to stay at your home or native place. Longdistance journeys might be fruitful.
Health

You might face trivial health related problems too. You might suffer due to pain in backbone, lower part
of body, chest pain and heart related diseases. Those are ENT patient should be much favorable as they
might experience some certain difficulties.

